
LESSON 16
VULNERABILITIES AND

EXPLOITS



WARNING

The Hacker Highschool Project is a learning tool and as with any learning tool there are
dangers. Some lessons, if abused, may result in physical injury. Some additional dangers
may also exist where there is not enough research on possible effects of emanations from
particular technologies. Students using these lessons should be supervised yet encouraged
to  learn,  try,  and  do.  However  ISECOM  cannot  accept  responsibility  for  how  any
information herein is abused. 

The following lessons and workbooks are open and publicly available under the following
terms and conditions of ISECOM:

All  works  in  the  Hacker  Highschool  Project  are  provided for  non-commercial  use with
elementary school students, junior high school students, and high school students whether
in a public institution, private institution, or a part of home-schooling. These materials may
not be reproduced for sale in any form. The provision of any class, course, training, or
camp with these materials for which a fee is charged is expressly forbidden without a
license,  including  college  classes,  university  classes,  trade-school  classes,  summer  or
computer camps, and similar. To purchase a license, visit the LICENSE section of the HHS
web page at http://www.hackerhighschool.org/licensing.html.

The HHS Project  is an open community effort and if you find value in this project we ask
that you support us through the purchase of a license, a donation, or sponsorship.
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Foreword From Glenn Norman, Project Manager, 2012-1016

I  first  got  in  touch  with  Pete  Herzog  and ISECOM  (http://isecom.org)  in  2010  through
LinkedIn because, as a professional editor, I thought I could make a contribution to the
writing and layout of some of his products. Initially I thought about working on the OSSTMM
(http://osstmm.org), but accepted Pete’s offer to work on lessons for Hacker Highschool
(http://hackerhighschool.org).  In  2012  Pete  asked me  to  take  on  the  job  of  unpaid
volunteer Project Manager for the Hacker Highschool Version 2  Rewrite  Project, which I
accepted.

Over the next four years I managed over 10,000 emails, almost 100 contributors and over
200 supporters of the project. Some of the lessons went through as many as 50 drafts, all of
which I  managed and edited.  I learned a tremendous lot about hacking, hackers and
hacker culture,  most of  it  positive.  By 2016,  however,  financial  pressures  forced me to
relinquish the role of Project Manager.

The  Hacker  Highschool  materials  are  open and free  to  the  public,  released under  a
Creative Commons Non-Commercial, No Deriviatives, Attribution Required License, which
is  an extension of  copyright  not formally embodied in  law.  Formal,  legal copyright,  of
course, is always owned by the creator of a work, unless the creator is paid, or signs away
rights in a contract. This means that all materials contributed to Hacker Highschool remain
the copyright property of the contributors.

After my departure, ISECOM  chose to keep our contributions but remove the names of
several people from the Contributors pages, including mine.

So to  preserve  record  of  the  contributions  of the  many  good  people  of  the  Hacker
Highschool rewrite project, here are the lessons that are my work product as the volunteer
Project Manager of the Hacker Highschool Version 2 Rewrite Project from 2012-2016.

Parts  of  these  lessons  are  Copyright ©  2016  Glenn  Norman,  including  editing,
arrangement, verifying and integrating contributed materials, and original text. All rights
are reserved, though these documents may be freely distributed provided this statement
remains intact.

All  other  materials  remain  the  copyrighted  property  of  their  respective  contributors ,
beyond their use and acknowledgment in Hacker Highschool Version 2.
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Introduction and Objectives

If  you're  interested  in  security,  we're  sure  you've  heard  stories  about  websites  or
organizations  being “hacked.”  What  exactly  does  this  mean?  A great  deal  of  an  IT
Security  professionals  time  is  spent  dealing  with  vulnerabilities  and  protecting  against
exploits. Have you ever wondered how people hack stuff, and how people like you can
protect it? If yes, this chapter is for you.

This  chapter  is  focused  on  defining  vulnerabilities  and  exploits.  You  will  learn  about
different  types  of  vulnerabilities,  how  are  they  exploited  and  also  introduced  to  the
concept of compensating controls.

So, lets grab a cup of coffee and get wired up.
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Vulnerabilities and Exploits

Exploiting Your Room

As Francis Bacon wrote, “scientia potentia est” or “knowledge is power,” and we start this
lessons by defining terms in a real life scenario in order to better understand the scope of
vulnerabilities and exploits.

First of all we have an asset, a “thing that has value,” such as your money, your personal
computer, your mobile phone or your room. 

Something that can steal stuff in your room, your password or your phone or your data is
called threat: a “potential event” that may harm your stuff (your assets). 

How can you protect your stuff? With security  controls. If you would like to protect your
room, for instance, you can use a lock mounted on your door. 

The door provides access to your room, which is a type of operation in OSSTMM language.
But is your lock “safe” or is it a bad lock? Can be opened with a pen? If it can be opened
with a pen your lock has a limitation, and this is not good. Limitations are problems, from
OSSTMM point of view, and  vulnerabilities are only one kind of limitation within several
limitation categories.  In  common language, as  used in  this  lesson,  vulnerability  means
roughly the same thing as the OSSTMM means by a limitation.

The act of opening the lock with the pen, using a vulnerability, is an exploit: the realization
of a threat. When an exploit launched successfully you have an impact.

Exercises

16.1 Search for and download the latest OSSTMM version and search for The Bad Lock
Example.

16.2 Using OSSTMM, enumerate  other  limitation categories  and find an example for
each limitation thinking to your room. 

What Are Vulnerabilities?

A vulnerability in  its  most basic sense is  a flaw or  a weakness  which allows unwanted
behavior. A real world example of weakness are the windows in your home. Their function
is to allow in light and possibly fresh air. However, in order to perform this function, they
provide the weakest barrier to entry. A weakness is usually known and the risks involved
are accepted in order to provide the benefit.  A flaw on the other hand is  usually not
known at the time of deployment. 

To bring this  concept to the world of computing, let's  consider a couple of computer
vulnerabilities. A popular method of distributing files is by  FTP. Using FTP, you are able to
place files in a directory and let other people download a copy. A bank may place its
customer's statements on a FTP site so that their customers can access it electronically.
While this  does provide a benefit  to  the customer,  it  is  also a weakness  in  the bank's
security.  They have an obligation to  only allow the owner  of  the  account to  see the
statement. The FTP site gives non-owners an opportunity to steal information.

In the previous  example, the bank was aware of the risk that they were introducing by
using FTP. Hopefully, they took steps to minimize the risk. These steps would be considered
compensating  controls.  We  won't  be  discussing  compensating  controls  in  this  lesson.
However, when ever you are forced to accept a risk, think about ways you can lower the
risk. You already do this anytime you leave an item behind and ask a friend to watch your
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backpack or purse. There's a risk that someone may steal your stuff, but you've minimized
it by asking someone you trust to look over it.

A  flaw, on the other hand, is a weakness that you did not intend to introduce. An old
example of a flaw was the way websites used to keep track of what users were logged
into the site. Many years ago, if you went to a webmail client and logged in, you would
see something  like “http://www.webmailx29.com/2345679834/inbox.html” in the address
bar. You would then have access to read and send email from your web browser. It didn't
take people long to realize that every time they went to their email, the same address
appeared. “http://www.webmailx29.com/2345679834/inbox.html” One day a curious user
decided to  manually  change “http://www.webmailx29.com/2345679834/inbox.html”  to
“http://www.webmailx29.com/2345679835/inbox.html.”  All  they  did  was  change  one
number  and  they  were  now  reading  someone  else's  email.  The  flaw  was  that  they
assumed that no one would ever go directly to any of the pages directly. They assumed
that everyone would start at http://www.webmailx29.com and log in there. 

What is an Exploit?

An exploit  is  the “blueprint”  for leveraging a vulnerability  and actually performing the
unwanted behavior. If having windows in you home is a vulnerability, then breaking the
window and entering the house through it, is the exploit.

Computer exploits can be classified into the following main categories:

Remote Exploits: Leveraging vulnerabilities to perform unwanted behavior without having
physical access. 

Local  Exploits: Leveraging vulnerabilities  which  require  physical  access  to  perform
unwanted behavior. I think everyone has had the need to have their password reset at
least  once.  Even  administrators  forget  their  passwords.  Because  of  this,  most  devices
provide a way for  you to reset the default administrator password.  This usually requires
rebooting the device and making it boot differently. Anyone who knows how to do this
and has physical access to reboot the device, can become the administrator. Another
example of a local exploit, is a physical keylogger. There are devices that can be placed
between the keyboard and the computer, and will record every keystroke you enter. If
someone is able to place one of these on your computer, they will record you entering
your  username  and  password.  When  they  retrieve  the  device,  they  will  have  your
information.

Denial-of-Service Exploits:  Leveraging vulnerabilities to deny access to legitimate users.
This is the easiest one to do and the hardest to prevent. Think about a business that takes
orders over the phone. They may typically have only 50 users call at one time but have
100 phone lines. This way, if more people than normal call they can still accept the call.
However, if 200 people dislike the company, and constantly call the phone number, it will
be extremely difficult for normal customer's to get through. The same thing can happen to
a website. It may be able to handle 1000 customers but if 10,000 machines try to access it
at once, most people would be denied service.

Common Targets

Web Applications

A  web  application  is  the  “public  front  door”  of  many  businesses.  We  use  these
applications to gain access to our emails, our money, our information and secrets. When
Willie Sutton  was asked why he robbed banks, his reply  was “because that's where the
money is.” That is the same reason that makes web applications so tempting. 
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Data Networks

This used to be a favorite target of hackers many years ago. However, the adoption of
firewalls and IDSs have made this a more difficult target. Think of the network as a secret
highway for your information. Each piece of information that gets sent from one computer
to another goes over a network. Exploiting the network meant that you would be able to
see all  the information as it  travels. With the right exploit, you could even change the
information. Imagine seeing money being transferred from one bank account to another.
If you could change either the amount being transferred or the account number it was
going to, you could steal a lot of money.

Telecommunication Networks

Telephones  were  arguably  the  first  targets  of  modern  hacking.  More  accurately
telephone hacking is called phreaking, and originally involved using audible tones to get
free long distance. (Look up the Phreak Brothers to see how they did this.)

Wireless Networks

The whole short, intense history of WiFi networking revolves around security, which is why
we give it exclusive attention in Lesson 19.

Physical Environments

Someone who has physical  access  to the devices has basically “won.” Many security
systems can be overridden if you have physical access. A server can be hardened but if
someone  has  physical  access  they  can  just  pull  out  the  hard  drives  and  take  the
information with them. 

Humans

If  we describe a vulnerability as a “weakness,” the weakest link in most systems is  the
human. The system can require a secure password. However, if the human either tapes it
to their monitor or tells someone who asks, the system isn't secure. The art of exploiting the
human is called Social Engineering and is covered in Lesson 20.

Common Web Vulnerabilities and How to Exploit Them

Now we will analyze common three vulnerabilities for web application, as reported by TOP
10  Risks  by  SANS.This  section  will  introduce  and  explain  five  of  the  most  common
vulnerability  types. These  are  Cross-Site-Scripting,  SQL  Injections,  Local/Remote  File
Inclusions, Directory Traversals, and Overflows.

XSS

XSS,  or  cross-site  scripting,  is  one  of,  if  not  the,  most  common  and  simplest  type  of
vulnerabilities there is. OSVDB, the Open Source Vulnerability Database, contains over 13.5
thousand  entries  for  XSS  vulnerabilities.  XSS  attacks  are  so  straightforward  that  public
knowledge of the vulnerable script and parameter is considered sufficient to classify a
vulnerability  as  having  publicly  available  exploit  code.  XSS  attacks  allow  a  remote
attacker to easily inject client-side code such as Javascript into a web page. There are
two main types of XSS vulnerabilities:

• Reflected (Non-Persistent): This is the more common type of XSS. Input injected by the
attacker is  immediately used to render a page without properly sanitizing the input
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parameters. This allows the attacker to then inject code and have it render on the
page.

• Stored (Persistent): This is the more dangerous form of XSS. It mainly occurs when the
HTML code injected by the attacker is saved by the server and displayed on normal
pages.

Exercises

You will need access to a web server that can run PHP for this lesson. Do NOT use a
publicly available website for this exercise!

1. Copy this  vulnerable PHP code into a plain text document and  save it  as  xss.php.
Upload this page to a web server, or put it in your local web root if your workstation is
running a web server.

<html>

</head>

<title>XSS Vulnerable Page</title>

</head>

<body>

<h1>XSS Vulnerable Page</h1>

<form action='?'>

<label for='param'>Please fill the form with a real-world 
exploit.</label>

<input type='text' name='param' id='param' size='200'/>

<br/><input type='submit' value='Exploit Me'/>

</form>

<hr/>

<?php

if (isset($_GET['param'])) {

echo $_GET['param']; // vulnerable line of code

}

?>

</body>

</html>

2. Now open your browser and go to the page. If you're running it locally, for instance, it
will be at:

http://localhost/xss.php

3. HTML Injection (Text)

Fill in the form with:
<h1>Pwned by HTML Injection!</h1>

and click “Exploit Me.” You should see:

Illustration 1: HTML Injection(Text)
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Did  you  see  nothing?  This  is  because  most  current  browsers  have  anti-XSS  filters
embedded to ensure your security while surfing.

4. HTML Injection (Image)

Now fill in the form with
<img src=http://www.hackerhighschool.org/images/header-object.png>

and click “Exploit Me.” You should see something like this:

Illustration 2: HTML Injection (Image)

5. Cross Site Scripting (Reflected)

Now fill in the form with
<script>alert('xss')</script>

and click “Exploit Me.” What do you see?
Try again by putting double quotes( “ ) around the whole string. Does that work?
Try again by directly modifying the URL. Does that work?

SQL Injection

Typically when you enter information on a website, that information is used to either query
or update a database. When you enter your name on a website, the server is taking your
name and updating a  database.  What happens if you enter programming commands
into  the  field  instead of  your  name?  If  the  website  allows  this  to  be  passed  to  the
database, you are now able to do whatever you want with it. You can tell it to give you a
list of everyone's name. Even better, you can change the information to what you'd like it
to be. This is called SQL injection, because you are “injecting” SQL commands into places
the website isn't expecting.

SQL Injections are one of the most common vulnerability types, with over 9000 (really)
entries dedicated to them on OSVDB.org. They are more complicated to exploit than XSS
vulnerabilities, but they remain fairly straightforward. Some of the most prominent incidents
of hacking were ultimately simply SQL Injections. The large Sony data-breach by LulzSec
was  described  as  the  result  of  a  single  SQL  Injection.  Like  XSS  attacks,  most  SQLi
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vulnerabilities are caused by a script (such as index.php) failing to properly sanitize input
passed through a specific parameter (such as id), 

Exercises

1. Copy and save this vulnerable PHP code as sqli.php and save or upload it to your
server.

<html>

</head>

<title>SQLI vulnerable page</title>

<html>

<body>

<h1>SQLI Vulnerable Page</h1>

<form action='?'>

<label for='param'>Please enter a numer between 1 and 10.</label>

<input type='text' name='param' id='param' size='200'/>

<br/><input type='submit' value='Exploit Me'/>

</form>

<hr/>

<?php

$param = $_GET['param']; // vulnerable param

if(isset($param)) { 

$sq = sqlite_open("my.db", 0666, $sqlite_error); // create 
database and connection

if(!$sq) { // check for connection 

die("Error");

}

sqlite_query($sq, "CREATE TABLE hhs_test (hhs_id INTEGER, hhs_name
VARCHAR(10), hhs_pw VARCHAR(10))"); // create table

for($i = 1; $i < 11; $i++) { // fill with sample data

  sqlite_query($sq, "INSERT INTO hhs_test (hhs_id, hhs_name, 
hhs_pw) VALUES ($i, 'Name".$i."', 'Pass".$i."')");

}

$result = sqlite_query($sq, "SELECT * FROM hhs_test WHERE hhs_id =
$param"); // vulnerable query

while($data = sqlite_fetch_array($result)) { // print all 
records matching query

  echo $data['hhs_name']."<br />".$data['hhs_pw']."<br />";

}

sqlite_query($sq, "DROP TABLE hhs_test"); // destroy table

sqlite_close($sq); // destroy connection

unlink('my.db'); // destroy file

}
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?>

</body>

2. Open your browser and go to the page. If you are running a local web server on
your workstation it will be at:

http://localhost/sqli.php

In normal conditions you can access database rows by requesting the row number.
So, enter “1” in the form, and you will execute the query
SELECT * FROM hhs_test WHERE hhs_id = 1

Try other numbers to enumerate the records.

3. Now try to alter the meaning of the query. For do that you must have knowledge
of boolean logic .

In the form enter “1 OR 1 = 1” and you are now asking for record 1 OR 1=1 (which is
always true), meaning you'll get all records:

SELECT * FROM hhs_test WHERE hhs_id = 1 OR 1=1

You are now injecting your own logic into the SQL query. Be careful using “1 OR 1=1.”
It's  a classical  SQLI  probe, but trying it  on a big database may cause a denial  of
service, because you are asking for every record in the table! So testing for SQLI you
can also use another logical operator: the AND.

4. Enter “1 AND 1=1,” to ask for record 1; AND 1=1 (always true) load sonly the
record asked you asked for, record 1.

SELECT * FROM hhs_test WHERE hhs_id = 1 AND 1=1

If you obtain the same result asking for 1, and asking for 1 AND 1=1, that's a good first
step. 

5. While you're  exploiting using AND, you can also use an always false statement:
AND 1=0.

In the form enter “1 AND 1=0,” and you are now asking for a always-false statement
and nothing should return from this query.

SELECT * FROM hhs_test WHERE hhs_id = 1 AND 1=0

Using these steps you can probe for SQLI vulnerabilities without harming the database.

Local File Inclusion/Remote File Inclusion (LFI/RFI)

These vulnerabilities allow a remote attacker to include and execute an arbitrary file on a
web server:

• Local File Inclusions may only include files which are already present on the targeted
site. This limits the attack's ability to execute commands. However, LFI attacks can also
allow the attacker to gain access arbitrary files on the server, resulting in the disclosure
of potentially sensitive information to a remote attacker.

• Remote File Inclusions are not limited to files which already exist on the server. An RFI
attack allows an attacker to include a file from an independent host, which allows for
the injection and execution of arbitrary commands. This can potentially result in the
total compromise of the targeted server.
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Like XSS and SQLi attacks, both Local and Remote File Inclusions can be boiled down to a
script failing to properly sanitize user supplied input passed via certain parameters. OSVDB
contains over 5000 entries for RFI vulnerabilities, and over 1000 for LFI   vulnerabilities.

Exercises

1. Copy and save this vulnerable PHP Code as rfi.php and put the page in your web
root.

<html>

<body>

<h1>LFI/RFI Vulnerable Page</h1>

<form action='?'>

<label for='param'>Enter a file name.</label>

<input type='text' name='param' id='param' size='200'/>

<br/><input type='submit' value='Exploit Me'/>

</form>

<hr/>

<?php

$param = $_GET['param']; // vulnerable param

if(isset($param)) { 

include($param); // include file

}

?>

</body>

</html>

2. Open your favorite browser and go to :

http://localhost/lfi.php

From here, try to include local files already on the server. Begin with sli.php, then try
with  other  files,  using  “../” to  move  to  higher  directories.  Popular  targets  are
/etc/passwd for Linux based platforms or windows/boot.ini for Windows, but you aren't
limited to these.
After including local  files, try to  include any files you can find that are located on
server.

Directory Traversals

Directory traversals are attacks where a program fails to prevent a user from changing
directories  via  ../../  commands. This  allows  an  attacker  to  “traverse”  outside  of  the
designated directory and gain access to unintended files. Depending on the vulnerability,
this may allow an attacker to read, delete or even create files, which in some cases may
then be used to execute arbitrary code. Certain file inclusion attacks rely on traversals as
well. OSVDB contains over 3000 entries for directory traversal vulnerabilities.

Like with most common web vulnerabilities, directory traversal attacks are ultimately the
result  of  the  program  failing to  properly  sanitize  or  validate  user-supplied  input.  The
majority  of  these  traversal  vulnerabilities  are,  like  the  previous  examples,  the  result  of
specific parameters in specific scripts not having appropriate protection in place.
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Overflows

Overflows are a bit different than the other vulnerabilities described in this chapter. They
are frequently not web-based and they, and they can at times be much more complex. It
is important to understand that overflow vulnerabilities predate the web by some 10 years.
18 years ago overflows were  very simple, but as programs have evolved so have they.
There are even different subcategories, such as buffer (too much incoming data overruns
memory), stack (too much memory is used in the call stack), heap (a more involved buffer
overflow), integer (when a mathematical equation returns an out-of-bounds result) and so
on. At their heart however, overflows are all ultimately a result of too much input being
sent to an input variable that cannot handle it.

Overflows are one of the most common vulnerabilities however, with over 8000 entries on
OSVDB, so gaining an understanding of them is very important. They typically result in a
denial  of service, but many overflows can be further exploited by a skilled attacker to
allow for the execution of arbitrary code. 

Exercises

16.1 NTPASSWD is a tool used to reset administrator passwords. Is this an exploit tool
or an administrative tool?  

16.2 Research the term “Input Validation.” What types of exploits would this help
prevent?

16.3 When Microsoft releases “patches,” what are they trying to accomplish?
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Vulnerability and Exploit Resources

OWASP Testing Guide v3 – OWASP-DV-001
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Testing_for_Reflected_Cross_site_scripting_(OWASP-DV-
001)

WASC Threat Classification  v2 - WASC-8
http://projects.webappsec.org/w/page/13246920/Cross%20Site%20Scripting

OWASP Testing Guide v3 – OWASP-DV-005
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Testing_for_SQL_Injection_(OWASP-DV-005)

WASC Threat Classification  v2 - WASC-19
http://projects.webappsec.org/SQL-Injection

OWASP Testing Guide v3 - OWASP-AZ-001
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Testing_for_Path_Traversal_(OWASP-AZ-001)

WASC Threat Classification  v2 - WASC-05
http://projects.webappsec.org/Remote-File-Inclusion

WASC Threat Classification v2 - WASC-33
http://projects.webappsec.org/Path-Traversal

Vulnerability Information

The  Open  Source  Vulnerability  Database  (OSVDB)  is  one  of  the  largest  vulnerability
databases  available  online.  It  contains  over  82,000  entries,  and  attempts  to  track
information about what each vulnerability does, what products and versions are affected,
what solutions are available and more.

One  advantage  of  OSVDB  over  other  resources  is  the  powerful  search  functionality.
OSVDB contains its own search tool  which allows you to search by dozens of different
classifications or fields. This allows for searches ranging from “Vulnerabilities disclosed in
June 2012 which do not have a solution” to a simple search for every Mozilla entry, which
shows you that a non updated version of Firefox could be susceptible to a thousand or
more vulnerabilities. Other options allow you to search for cell phone based vulnerabilities
or public availability of exploits or more.

Exploits

Learn with a hands-on approach to exploit vulnerabilities using hack-me sites (in these
sites   organization allows  to  try  some  exploits  exposing  sample  and  vulnerable
applications) or download sample vulnerable applications.

• IBM Altoro Mutual http://www.altoromutual.com

Vulnerabilities

• Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures cve.mitre.org
• Computer Security Vulnerabilities securityvulns.com
• Open Source Vulnerabilities Database www.osvdb.org

Tools

• Nessus vulnerability scanner  www.nessus.org
• OpenVas Vulnerabilitiy scanner www.openvas.org
• MetaSploit Exploit Validation tool www.metasploit.com
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Further Reading

• Exploiting SQL injection:- http://sqlzoo.net/hack/
• Open Web Application Security Project – http://www.owasp.com
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